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2020-05-03 0540 Musical Bugsy Malone

New York, 1929, a war rages between two rival gangsters, Fat Sam and Dandy 

Dan. Dan is in possession of a new and deadly weapon, the dreaded ‘splurge 

gun’. As the custard pies fly, Bugsy Malone, an all-round nice guy, falls for 

Blousey Brown, a singer at Fat Sam’s speakeasy. His designs on her are 

disrupted by the seductive songstress Tallulah who wants Bugsy for herself. 

How is Bugsy to get the girl and help Fat Sam defend his business against the 

deadly Dan and his dastardly tricks? With an all-child cast placed in a mobster 

era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb songs, 

this is simply entertainment at its best! Starring Scott Baio, Jodie Foster, 

Florrie Dugger and John Cassisi.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y

2020-05-03 0720 Drama The Lunchbox

Lonely housewife Ila (Nimrat Kaur) decides to try adding some spice to her 

stale marriage by preparing a special lunch for her neglectful husband. 

Unfortunately, the delivery winds up in the hands of Saajan (Irrfan Khan), an 

irritable widower. Curious about her husband's response, Ila adds a note to 

the next day's lunchbox, and thus begins an unusual friendship in which Saajan 

and Ila can talk about their joys and sorrows without ever meeting in person.

INDIA
Hindi-69; English-

31
2013 RPT PG a Y Y

2020-05-03 0920 Drama Amanda

David, who gets by doing odd jobs, meets Lena, who has just moved up to 

Paris, and falls in love. But soon after, his life is brutally interrupted by the 

sudden death of his sister. Beyond the shock, and the pain, David now finds 

himself alone with his young niece Amanda to care for.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT PG a l Y

2020-05-03 1120 Action Adventure Jungle Book

A baby is brought up in the jungle by a wolf packi. Mowgli is content with his 

animal friends, until one day he stumbles upon a village and is captured. One 

of the women recognises him as her lost son, and there he also meets and falls 

in love with a young girl, Mahala. After killing his rival, Shere Kahn the tiger, he 

returns with its skin as a trophy, at which point the villagers believe he is a 

demon and cast him out. Back in the jungle once more, he is determined to 

see his mother and be loved again. 

USA English-100 1942 RPT PG a v 

2020-05-03 1320 Family Summer Wars

Kenji Koiso, an eleventh grade math genius, solves a complex equation and 

inadvertently puts a virtual world's artificial intelligence in a position to 

destroy the earth. Directed by Mamoru Hosoda and stars Ryunosuke Kamiki, 

Nanami Sakuraba and Mitsuki Tanimura.

JAPAN English-100 2009 RPT PG

2020-05-03 1530 War All Quiet On The Western Front
A young soldier faces profound disillusionment in the soul-destroying horror 

of World War I.
USA English-100 1979 RPT PG a v 

2020-05-03 1820 Comedy School Of Life Premiere

In 1920s France an orphan is adopted by a rustic couple who work for a rural 

landowner. Left to himself, he soon comes under the spell of the local 

poacher.

FRANCE French-100 2017 PG a Y

2020-05-03 2030 Drama Anonymous

Set in the political snake-pit of Elizabethan England, Anonymous speculates on 

an issue that has for centuries intrigued the world's most brilliant minds, 

namely: who was the author of the plays credited to William Shakespeare? It 

poses one possible answer, focusing on a time when cloak-and-dagger political 

intrigue, illicit romances in the Royal Court, and the schemes of greedy nobles 

hungry for the power of the throne were exposed in the most unlikely of 

places: the London stage. Directed by Roland Emmerich and stars Rhys Ifans, 

Vanessa Redgrave and David Thewlis.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2011 RPT M s v Y Y

2020-05-03 2255 Comedy Suck Me Shakespeer

Zeki Mueller was in jail for 13 months, just enough time for Goethe High to 

construct a new gym on the exact spot where Zeki’s friend buried his loot from 

a robbery. In order to get regular access to the school’s basement, from where 

he hopes to drill a tunnel to his stolen money, Zeki takes on a job as a 

substitute teacher at the school. But will his elaborate plan work, or only lead 

him back behind bars?

GERMANY German-100 2014 RPT MA l Y



2020-05-03 2505 Drama 45 Years
A married couple preparing to celebrate their wedding anniversary receives 

shattering news that promises to forever change the course of their lives.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT M a l s 

2020-05-03 2650 War All Quiet On The Western Front
A young soldier faces profound disillusionment in the soul-destroying horror 

of World War I.
USA English-100 1979 RPT PG a v 

2020-05-04 0540 Drama Amanda

David, who gets by doing odd jobs, meets Lena, who has just moved up to 

Paris, and falls in love. But soon after, his life is brutally interrupted by the 

sudden death of his sister. Beyond the shock, and the pain, David now finds 

himself alone with his young niece Amanda to care for.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT PG a l Y

2020-05-04 0740 Comedy Asterix And Obelix In Britain

Edouard Baer and Gerard Depardieu star as comic book duo Asterix and Obelix 

in this zany adventure, which sees Asterix cross the channel to help his second-

cousin Anticlimax face Caesar and the invading Romans.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2020-05-04 0945 Comedy School Of Life

In 1920s France an orphan is adopted by a rustic couple who work for a rural 

landowner. Left to himself, he soon comes under the spell of the local 

poacher.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT PG a Y

2020-05-04 1155 Animation Ponyo

This animated adventure, from acclaimed anime master Hayao Miyazaki, 

centres on five-year-old Sosuke and his friendship with Ponyo, a goldfish 

princess who longs to become human. When a powerful magic threatens to 

destroy the world, the two friends embark on the adventure of a lifetime to 

save the planet. Nominated for the Golden Lion at the 2008 Venice Film 

Festival. Voiced by Cate Blanchett, Matt Damon and Liam Neeson.

JAPAN English-100 2008 RPT G Y Y

2020-05-04 1355 Drama Black Narcissus

This Powell and Pressburger classic is set in a community of nuns high in the 

Himalayas. Their spiritual aims are hampered by the arrival of a beautiful 

native girl and a young general. As the two elope together, the nuns are left 

attributing blame to each other and, when a young child dies in their care, 

tensions begin to increase.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1947 RPT PG a 

2020-05-04 1550 Action Adventure Jungle Book

A baby is brought up in the jungle by a wolf packi. Mowgli is content with his 

animal friends, until one day he stumbles upon a village and is captured. One 

of the women recognises him as her lost son, and there he also meets and falls 

in love with a young girl, Mahala. After killing his rival, Shere Kahn the tiger, he 

returns with its skin as a trophy, at which point the villagers believe he is a 

demon and cast him out. Back in the jungle once more, he is determined to 

see his mother and be loved again. 

USA English-100 1942 RPT PG a v 

2020-05-04 1750 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 

role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2020-05-04 1950 Western The Salvation

In 1870s America, a peaceful American settler (Mads Mikkelsen) kills the man 

who murdered his family, which incurs the wrath of a sadistic gang leader hell-

bent on revenge. His cowardly fellow townspeople then betray the settler, 

forcing him to face the the outlaws alone. Exploding with eye-popping action, 

dazzlingly dramatic frontier landscapes, and a smouldering performance by 

Eva Green, this is a rip-roaring, blood-spattered saga of sin and redemption.

DENMARK

Spanish-33.34; 

Danish-33.33; 

English-33.33

2014 RPT M a v Y

2020-05-04 2130 Drama Match Point
Thriller

Week

In this dramatic thriller, at a turning point in his life, a former tennis pro falls 

for a femme-fatal type who happens to be dating his friend and soon-to-be 

brother-in-law. The two embark on an illicit affair which ultimately leads to 

dire consequences for them and their partners. Directed by Woody Allen. 

Starring Scarlett Johansson, Jonathan Rhys Meyers and Emily Mortimer.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2005 M a s v Y

2020-05-04 2345 Drama Anonymous

Set in the political snake-pit of Elizabethan England, Anonymous speculates on 

an issue that has for centuries intrigued the world's most brilliant minds, 

namely: who was the author of the plays credited to William Shakespeare? It 

poses one possible answer, focusing on a time when cloak-and-dagger political 

intrigue, illicit romances in the Royal Court, and the schemes of greedy nobles 

hungry for the power of the throne were exposed in the most unlikely of 

places: the London stage. Directed by Roland Emmerich and stars Rhys Ifans, 

Vanessa Redgrave and David Thewlis.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2011 RPT M s v Y Y

2020-05-04 2610 Drama Wild City

A cop-turned-bar-owner befriends a drunken woman at closing hours and 

finds himself pursued by her former lover and the thugs he employs. The 

chase turns deadly when the bar owner's deadbeat brother and a suitcase full 

of cash enter the picture.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 2015 RPT MA v Y



2020-05-04 2800 Drama Black Narcissus

This Powell and Pressburger classic is set in a community of nuns high in the 

Himalayas. Their spiritual aims are hampered by the arrival of a beautiful 

native girl and a young general. As the two elope together, the nuns are left 

attributing blame to each other and, when a young child dies in their care, 

tensions begin to increase.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1947 RPT PG a 

2020-05-05 0600 Action Adventure Jungle Book

A baby is brought up in the jungle by a wolf packi. Mowgli is content with his 

animal friends, until one day he stumbles upon a village and is captured. One 

of the women recognises him as her lost son, and there he also meets and falls 

in love with a young girl, Mahala. After killing his rival, Shere Kahn the tiger, he 

returns with its skin as a trophy, at which point the villagers believe he is a 

demon and cast him out. Back in the jungle once more, he is determined to 

see his mother and be loved again. 

USA English-100 1942 RPT PG a v 

2020-05-05 0800 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 

role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2020-05-05 1000 Romantic Comedy Sissi

Directed by Ernst Marischka, this film catapulted Romy Schneider into the 

international film scene. She stars as Princess Elisabeth, known as Sissi, who 

captivates the young Emperor of Austria, Francis Joseph. His domineering 

mother, Archduchess Sophie, has made plans for him to marry his cousin 

Princess Helene, but as fate would have it, he meets Sissi instead and is 

charmed by the vivacious princess who prefers fishing to courtly receptions. 

Also stars Karlheinz Bohm and Magda Schneider.

GERMANY German-100 1955 RPT G Y

2020-05-05 1200 Family Belle And Sebastien

Six year old Sebastian lives on the mountainside with a kindly but gruff 

caretaker and no real family of his own. As such he is left to his own devices 

and is often found roaming the countryside. Belle is a wild mountain dog who 

has escaped from her cruel owner. The villagers have mistaken her for a 

'beast' that has been killing their sheep.  When Sebastian first crosses paths 

with Belle, he must keep their friendship a secret and the two of them form an 

unshakeable bond. Their adventures take them through the mountains and 

ultimately they become pivotal in the successful escape of refugees fleeing 

Nazi Germany for the safety of Switzerland.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2020-05-05 1350 Comedy School Of Life

In 1920s France an orphan is adopted by a rustic couple who work for a rural 

landowner. Left to himself, he soon comes under the spell of the local 

poacher.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT PG a Y

2020-05-05 1600 Animation Ponyo

This animated adventure, from acclaimed anime master Hayao Miyazaki, 

centres on five-year-old Sosuke and his friendship with Ponyo, a goldfish 

princess who longs to become human. When a powerful magic threatens to 

destroy the world, the two friends embark on the adventure of a lifetime to 

save the planet. Nominated for the Golden Lion at the 2008 Venice Film 

Festival. Voiced by Cate Blanchett, Matt Damon and Liam Neeson.

JAPAN English-100 2008 RPT G Y Y

2020-05-05 1800 Comedy Dean Spanley

England, 1904. Henslowe Fisk (Jeremy Northam) and his ailing father, Horatio 

Fisk (Peter O’Toole), decide to go to a lecture given by the Swami Nala Prash 

(Art Malik) on reincarnation, called ‘The Transmigration of Souls’. While there, 

they meet one Dean Spanley (Sam Neill) as well as Wrather (Bryan Brown), a 

self-described facilitator from the Colonies.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 RPT PG

2020-05-05 1950 Comedy Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa

To save his own job, Alan gets radio colleague Pat laid off, but when the man 

returns to the station with a shotgun and a siege ensues, Alan is given the high-

profile role of go-between, trying to appease both the hostage taker and 

armed police.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT M a l s v 

2020-05-05 2130 Thriller Nightcrawler
Thriller

Week

This pulse-pounding thriller set in the nocturnal underbelly of contemporary 

Los Angeles sees Jake Gyllenhaal star as Lou Bloom, a driven young man 

desperate for work who discovers the high-speed world of LA crime 

journalism. Finding a group of freelance camera crews who film crashes, fires, 

murder and mayhem, Lou muscles into the cut-throat, dangerous realm of 

nightcrawling - where each police siren wail equals a possible windfall and 

victims are converted into dollars and cents. Aided by Rene Russo as Nina, a 

veteran of the blood-sport that is local television news, Lou blurs the line 

between observer and participant to become the star of his own story.

USA English-100 2014 M a l v Y



2020-05-05 2340 Drama Wild City

A cop-turned-bar-owner befriends a drunken woman at closing hours and 

finds himself pursued by her former lover and the thugs he employs. The 

chase turns deadly when the bar owner's deadbeat brother and a suitcase full 

of cash enter the picture.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 2015 RPT MA v Y

2020-05-05 2530 Drama Match Point
Thriller

Week

In this dramatic thriller, at a turning point in his life, a former tennis pro falls 

for a femme-fatal type who happens to be dating his friend and soon-to-be 

brother-in-law. The two embark on an illicit affair which ultimately leads to 

dire consequences for them and their partners. Directed by Woody Allen. 

Starring Scarlett Johansson, Jonathan Rhys Meyers and Emily Mortimer.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2005 RPT M a s v Y

2020-05-05 2750 Comedy Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa

To save his own job, Alan gets radio colleague Pat laid off, but when the man 

returns to the station with a shotgun and a siege ensues, Alan is given the high-

profile role of go-between, trying to appease both the hostage taker and 

armed police.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT M a l s v 

2020-05-06 0530 Animation Ponyo

This animated adventure, from acclaimed anime master Hayao Miyazaki, 

centres on five-year-old Sosuke and his friendship with Ponyo, a goldfish 

princess who longs to become human. When a powerful magic threatens to 

destroy the world, the two friends embark on the adventure of a lifetime to 

save the planet. Nominated for the Golden Lion at the 2008 Venice Film 

Festival. Voiced by Cate Blanchett, Matt Damon and Liam Neeson.

JAPAN English-100 2008 RPT G Y Y

2020-05-06 0730 Drama Vanity Fair
Despite her poverty-stricken background, a young woman climbs the social 

ladder in 19th-century England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004 RPT PG a v Y

2020-05-06 1005 Drama Black Narcissus

This Powell and Pressburger classic is set in a community of nuns high in the 

Himalayas. Their spiritual aims are hampered by the arrival of a beautiful 

native girl and a young general. As the two elope together, the nuns are left 

attributing blame to each other and, when a young child dies in their care, 

tensions begin to increase.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1947 RPT PG a 

2020-05-06 1200 Animation Monkey King: The Hero

The all-powerful Monkey King once roamed freely between Heaven and Earth, 

but after angering the Gods, he was imprisoned in an ice cage deep within the 

mountains. 500 years later, monsters attack a small village and a child flees to 

the mountain to escape. Unknowingly, the child releases the Monkey King 

from his curse, freeing him from his mountainous prison. With the help and 

encouragement from this special child, Monkey King must save the village 

from a band of evil monsters intent on creating chaos.

CHINA English-100 2016 RPT PG v 

2020-05-06 1335 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 

role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2020-05-06 1535 Family Belle And Sebastien

Six year old Sebastian lives on the mountainside with a kindly but gruff 

caretaker and no real family of his own. As such he is left to his own devices 

and is often found roaming the countryside. Belle is a wild mountain dog who 

has escaped from her cruel owner. The villagers have mistaken her for a 

'beast' that has been killing their sheep.  When Sebastian first crosses paths 

with Belle, he must keep their friendship a secret and the two of them form an 

unshakeable bond. Their adventures take them through the mountains and 

ultimately they become pivotal in the successful escape of refugees fleeing 

Nazi Germany for the safety of Switzerland.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2020-05-06 1725 Animation Spirited Away

Chihiro and her family are on their way to their new house in the suburbs, but 

on their way, they stumble upon a tunnel that leads them into a fantasy world 

full of ghosts and strange creatures. Award-winning animation directed by the 

legendary Hayao Miyazaki, and voices by Daveigh Chase and Suzanne 

Pleshette.

JAPAN English-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2020-05-06 1950 Action Adventure Big Game

When Air Force One is shot down by terrorists, leaving the President of the 

United States stranded in the wilderness, there is only one person around who 

can save him: a 13-year-old boy named Oskari. In the forest on a hunting 

mission to prove his maturity to his kinsfolk, Oskari had been planning to track 

down a deer, but instead discovers the most powerful man on the planet in an 

escape pod. With the terrorists closing in to capture their own 'Big Game' 

prize, the unlikely duo must team up to escape their hunters. As anxious 

Pentagon officials observe the action via satellite feed, it is up to the President 

and his new side-kick to prove themselves and survive the most extraordinary 

24 hours of their lives. Stars Samuel L. Jackson, Ray Stevensen.

FINLAND English-100 2014 RPT M v Y Y



2020-05-06 2130 Thriller Animal Kingdom
Thriller

Week

This powerful psychological crime drama tells the story of a tense battle 

between a dangerous criminal family and the police. Starring Guy Pearce, Joel 

Edgerton and Jacki Weaver. 

AUSTRALIA English-100 2010 MA d l v Y

2020-05-06 2330 Comedy Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa

To save his own job, Alan gets radio colleague Pat laid off, but when the man 

returns to the station with a shotgun and a siege ensues, Alan is given the high-

profile role of go-between, trying to appease both the hostage taker and 

armed police.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT M a l s v 

2020-05-06 2515 Thriller Nightcrawler

This pulse-pounding thriller set in the nocturnal underbelly of contemporary 

Los Angeles sees Jake Gyllenhaal star as Lou Bloom, a driven young man 

desperate for work who discovers the high-speed world of LA crime 

journalism. Finding a group of freelance camera crews who film crashes, fires, 

murder and mayhem, Lou muscles into the cut-throat, dangerous realm of 

nightcrawling - where each police siren wail equals a possible windfall and 

victims are converted into dollars and cents. Aided by Rene Russo as Nina, a 

veteran of the blood-sport that is local television news, Lou blurs the line 

between observer and participant to become the star of his own story.

USA English-100 2014 RPT M a l v Y

2020-05-06 2720 Action Adventure Big Game

When Air Force One is shot down by terrorists, leaving the President of the 

United States stranded in the wilderness, there is only one person around who 

can save him: a 13-year-old boy named Oskari. In the forest on a hunting 

mission to prove his maturity to his kinsfolk, Oskari had been planning to track 

down a deer, but instead discovers the most powerful man on the planet in an 

escape pod. With the terrorists closing in to capture their own 'Big Game' 

prize, the unlikely duo must team up to escape their hunters. As anxious 

Pentagon officials observe the action via satellite feed, it is up to the President 

and his new side-kick to prove themselves and survive the most extraordinary 

24 hours of their lives. Stars Samuel L. Jackson, Ray Stevensen.

FINLAND English-100 2014 RPT M v Y Y

2020-05-07 0500 Family Belle And Sebastien

Six year old Sebastian lives on the mountainside with a kindly but gruff 

caretaker and no real family of his own. As such he is left to his own devices 

and is often found roaming the countryside. Belle is a wild mountain dog who 

has escaped from her cruel owner. The villagers have mistaken her for a 

'beast' that has been killing their sheep.  When Sebastian first crosses paths 

with Belle, he must keep their friendship a secret and the two of them form an 

unshakeable bond. Their adventures take them through the mountains and 

ultimately they become pivotal in the successful escape of refugees fleeing 

Nazi Germany for the safety of Switzerland.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2020-05-07 0655 Romantic Comedy Sissi

Directed by Ernst Marischka, this film catapulted Romy Schneider into the 

international film scene. She stars as Princess Elisabeth, known as Sissi, who 

captivates the young Emperor of Austria, Francis Joseph. His domineering 

mother, Archduchess Sophie, has made plans for him to marry his cousin 

Princess Helene, but as fate would have it, he meets Sissi instead and is 

charmed by the vivacious princess who prefers fishing to courtly receptions. 

Also stars Karlheinz Bohm and Magda Schneider.

GERMANY German-100 1955 RPT G Y

2020-05-07 0855 Drama Raid

A fearless income tax officer raids the mansion of the most powerful man in 

Lucknow after an anonymous tip incriminates the feared big shot. Stars Ileana 

D'cruz and Ajay Devgn. 

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 RPT PG a v Y

2020-05-07 1110 Classic The Red Balloon Premiere

Albert Lamorisse's 1957 Oscar-winning short classic about a young boy who 

develops a friendship with a red balloon that follows him around the gloomy 

streets of post-war Paris.

FRANCE French-100 1956 G Y

2020-05-07 1150 Family My Neighbour Totoro

The story follows Satsuke and Mai, two young girls who find their new country 

home is in a mystical forest inhabited by a menagerie of mystical creatures 

called Totoros. They befriend O Totoro, the biggest and eldest Totoro, who is 

also the king of the forest. As their girls' mother lies sick in the hospital, O 

Totoro brings the sisters on a magical adventure but also helps them to 

understand the realities of life. 

JAPAN English-100 1988 RPT PG

2020-05-07 1330 Comedy Dean Spanley

England, 1904. Henslowe Fisk (Jeremy Northam) and his ailing father, Horatio 

Fisk (Peter O’Toole), decide to go to a lecture given by the Swami Nala Prash 

(Art Malik) on reincarnation, called ‘The Transmigration of Souls’. While there, 

they meet one Dean Spanley (Sam Neill) as well as Wrather (Bryan Brown), a 

self-described facilitator from the Colonies.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 RPT PG



2020-05-07 1520 Animation Monkey King: The Hero

The all-powerful Monkey King once roamed freely between Heaven and Earth, 

but after angering the Gods, he was imprisoned in an ice cage deep within the 

mountains. 500 years later, monsters attack a small village and a child flees to 

the mountain to escape. Unknowingly, the child releases the Monkey King 

from his curse, freeing him from his mountainous prison. With the help and 

encouragement from this special child, Monkey King must save the village 

from a band of evil monsters intent on creating chaos.

CHINA English-100 2016 RPT PG v 

2020-05-07 1655 Drama Vanity Fair
Despite her poverty-stricken background, a young woman climbs the social 

ladder in 19th-century England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004 RPT PG a v Y

2020-05-07 1930 War Alone In Berlin Premiere

A German couple receive the news that their only son has been killed in a 

WWII battle. Already disillusioned with the Nazi regime, they begin a 

campaign of civil disobedience and write messages on postcards urging fellow 

Germans to resist.

FRANCE English-100 2016 RPT M a v 

2020-05-07 2130 Thriller A Bigger Splash
Thriller

Week

Rock legend Marianne Lane is recuperating on the volcanic island of 

Pantelleria with her partner Paul when iconoclast record producer and old 

flame Harry unexpectedly arrives with his daughter Penelope. He interrupts 

this holiday, bringing with him an A-bomb blast of nostalgia from which there 

can be no rescue.

FRANCE
English-90; Italian-

10
2015 RPT MA n Y

2020-05-07 2345 Thriller Animal Kingdom
Thriller

Week

This powerful psychological crime drama tells the story of a tense battle 

between a dangerous criminal family and the police. Starring Guy Pearce, Joel 

Edgerton and Jacki Weaver. 

AUSTRALIA English-100 2010 RPT MA d l v Y

2020-05-07 2550 Action Adventure Big Game

When Air Force One is shot down by terrorists, leaving the President of the 

United States stranded in the wilderness, there is only one person around who 

can save him: a 13-year-old boy named Oskari. In the forest on a hunting 

mission to prove his maturity to his kinsfolk, Oskari had been planning to track 

down a deer, but instead discovers the most powerful man on the planet in an 

escape pod. With the terrorists closing in to capture their own 'Big Game' 

prize, the unlikely duo must team up to escape their hunters. As anxious 

Pentagon officials observe the action via satellite feed, it is up to the President 

and his new side-kick to prove themselves and survive the most extraordinary 

24 hours of their lives. Stars Samuel L. Jackson, Ray Stevensen.

FINLAND English-100 2014 RPT M v Y Y

2020-05-07 2730 War Alone In Berlin

A German couple receive the news that their only son has been killed in a 

WWII battle. Already disillusioned with the Nazi regime, they begin a 

campaign of civil disobedience and write messages on postcards urging fellow 

Germans to resist.

FRANCE English-100 2016 RPT M a v 

2020-05-08 0530 Animation Monkey King: The Hero

The all-powerful Monkey King once roamed freely between Heaven and Earth, 

but after angering the Gods, he was imprisoned in an ice cage deep within the 

mountains. 500 years later, monsters attack a small village and a child flees to 

the mountain to escape. Unknowingly, the child releases the Monkey King 

from his curse, freeing him from his mountainous prison. With the help and 

encouragement from this special child, Monkey King must save the village 

from a band of evil monsters intent on creating chaos.

CHINA English-100 2016 RPT PG v 

2020-05-08 0705 Classic The Red Balloon

Albert Lamorisse's 1957 Oscar-winning short classic about a young boy who 

develops a friendship with a red balloon that follows him around the gloomy 

streets of post-war Paris.

FRANCE French-100 1956 RPT G Y

2020-05-08 0745 Comedy Waking Ned Premiere
Two elderly Irishmen scheme to claim the winnings of a deceased unlucky 

villager. He had died of shock after hitting a lottery jackpot.
FRANCE English-100 1998 PG a 

2020-05-08 0925 Animation Spirited Away

Chihiro and her family are on their way to their new house in the suburbs, but 

on their way, they stumble upon a tunnel that leads them into a fantasy world 

full of ghosts and strange creatures. Award-winning animation directed by the 

legendary Hayao Miyazaki, and voices by Daveigh Chase and Suzanne 

Pleshette.

JAPAN English-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2020-05-08 1150 Fantasy Beauty And The Beast

In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms 

after the youngest daughter of a merchant offers herself to the mysterious 

beast to which her father has become indebted. Stars Lea Seydoux and 

Vincent Cassel.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT PG a n v Y



2020-05-08 1355 Drama The Crow's Egg

The Crow's Egg follows the life of two kids, Periya Kakka Muttai (J. Vignesh) 

and his younger brother Chinna Kaaka Muttai (Ramesh), who grow up in a 

slum. With their father in jail, their mother (Ishwarya Rajesh) brings them up 

alone. One day, Tamil star T.R. Silambarasan opens up a new pizza shop 

nearby, and the kids decide that by hook or crook, they will gain entry into the 

upmarket pizza shop and have a slice of it with their own money.

INDIA Tamil-100 2014 RPT PG a Y

2020-05-08 1535 Family My Neighbour Totoro

The story follows Satsuke and Mai, two young girls who find their new country 

home is in a mystical forest inhabited by a menagerie of mystical creatures 

called Totoros. They befriend O Totoro, the biggest and eldest Totoro, who is 

also the king of the forest. As their girls' mother lies sick in the hospital, O 

Totoro brings the sisters on a magical adventure but also helps them to 

understand the realities of life. 

JAPAN English-100 1988 RPT PG

2020-05-08 1715 Drama Raid

A fearless income tax officer raids the mansion of the most powerful man in 

Lucknow after an anonymous tip incriminates the feared big shot. Stars Ileana 

D'cruz and Ajay Devgn. 

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 RPT PG a v Y

2020-05-08 1930 War Journey's End Premiere
Set in a dugout in Aisne in 1918, it is the story of a group of British officers, led 

by the mentally disintegrating young officer Stanhope, as they await their fate.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 M a l v 

2020-05-08 2130 Thriller Under The Silver Lake
Thriller

Week

When his beautiful and mysterious neighbour disappears without a trace, an 

aimless young man attempts to find her and uncovers a string of strange 

crimes, unsolved murders, and bizarre coincidences in his East Los Angeles 

neighbourhood.

USA English-100 2018 RPT MA a n s v 

2020-05-08 2405 Thriller A Bigger Splash
Thriller

Week

Rock legend Marianne Lane is recuperating on the volcanic island of 

Pantelleria with her partner Paul when iconoclast record producer and old 

flame Harry unexpectedly arrives with his daughter Penelope. He interrupts 

this holiday, bringing with him an A-bomb blast of nostalgia from which there 

can be no rescue.

FRANCE
English-90; Italian-

10
2015 RPT MA n Y

2020-05-08 2615 War Alone In Berlin

A German couple receive the news that their only son has been killed in a 

WWII battle. Already disillusioned with the Nazi regime, they begin a 

campaign of civil disobedience and write messages on postcards urging fellow 

Germans to resist.

FRANCE English-100 2016 RPT M a v 

2020-05-08 2810 Classic The Red Balloon

Albert Lamorisse's 1957 Oscar-winning short classic about a young boy who 

develops a friendship with a red balloon that follows him around the gloomy 

streets of post-war Paris.

FRANCE French-100 1956 RPT G Y

2020-05-09 0500 Family My Neighbour Totoro

The story follows Satsuke and Mai, two young girls who find their new country 

home is in a mystical forest inhabited by a menagerie of mystical creatures 

called Totoros. They befriend O Totoro, the biggest and eldest Totoro, who is 

also the king of the forest. As their girls' mother lies sick in the hospital, O 

Totoro brings the sisters on a magical adventure but also helps them to 

understand the realities of life. 

JAPAN English-100 1988 RPT PG

2020-05-09 0640 Drama Raid

A fearless income tax officer raids the mansion of the most powerful man in 

Lucknow after an anonymous tip incriminates the feared big shot. Stars Ileana 

D'cruz and Ajay Devgn. 

INDIA Hindi-100 2018 RPT PG a v Y

2020-05-09 0855 Drama The Wind Rises

Jiro dreams of flying and designing beautiful airplanes, inspired by the famous 

Italian aeronautical designer Caproni. Nearsighted from a young age and thus 

unable to become a pilot, Jiro joins the aircraft division of a major Japanese 

engineering company in 1927. His genius is soon recognised, and he grows to 

become one of the world’s most accomplished airplane designers.

JAPAN English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2020-05-09 1115 Comedy Bill And Ted's Bogus Journey

In this sequel to 'Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure', the dimwitted duo travel 

to Heaven, Hell and points in between as they meet, among others, Albert 

Einstein, the Easter Bunny and the Grim Reaper.

USA English-100 1991 RPT PG a l v 



2020-05-09 1300 Drama A United Kingdom

He was an Oxford-educated African king, while she was a white Englishwoman 

working as a clerk at Lloyd’s of London. Now their 1948 marriage, which 

caused scandal in Apartheid-stricken South Africa and the British protectorate 

of Bechuanaland (later Botswana), is the subject of a new period drama 

starring Britain’s David Oyelowo and Rosamund Pike. Oyelowo plays Seretse 

Khama, who in 1965 became independent Botswana’s first president. He was 

also kgosi (king) of the Bamangwato people, having been crowned at the age 

of four in 1925. Pike stars as Ruth Williams, who would go on to be the first 

lady of Botswana between 1966 and 1980.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2020-05-09 1505 Comedy Waking Ned
When a lottery winner in the tiny Irish hamlet of Tullymore dies of shock, his 

fellow townsfolk attempt to claim the money
FRANCE English-100 1998 RPT PG a 

2020-05-09 1645 Drama The Crow's Egg

The Crow's Egg follows the life of two kids, Periya Kakka Muttai (J. Vignesh) 

and his younger brother Chinna Kaaka Muttai (Ramesh), who grow up in a 

slum. With their father in jail, their mother (Ishwarya Rajesh) brings them up 

alone. One day, Tamil star T.R. Silambarasan opens up a new pizza shop 

nearby, and the kids decide that by hook or crook, they will gain entry into the 

upmarket pizza shop and have a slice of it with their own money.

INDIA Tamil-100 2014 RPT PG a Y

2020-05-09 1825 Fantasy Beauty And The Beast

In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms 

after the youngest daughter of a merchant offers herself to the mysterious 

beast to which her father has become indebted. Stars Lea Seydoux and 

Vincent Cassel.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT PG a n v Y

2020-05-09 2030 Comedy
The Extraordinary Journey Of The 

Fakir
Premiere

In order to find his estranged father after his dedicated mother dies, an Indian 

street magician travels to France.
BELGIUM English-100 2018 M l 

2020-05-09 2215 Comedy The Death Of Stalin

In the days following Stalin’s collapse, his core team of ministers tussle for 

control - some want positive change in the Soviet Union, others have more 

sinister motives. Their one common trait? They’re all just desperately trying to 

remain alive.

BELGIUM English-100 2017 RPT MA l Y

2020-05-09 2410 Thriller Under The Silver Lake
Thriller

Week

When his beautiful and mysterious neighbour disappears without a trace, an 

aimless young man attempts to find her and uncovers a string of strange 

crimes, unsolved murders, and bizarre coincidences in his East Los Angeles 

neighbourhood.

USA English-100 2018 MA a n s v 

2020-05-09 2645 War Journey's End
Set in a dugout in Aisne in 1918, it is the story of a group of British officers, led 

by the mentally disintegrating young officer Stanhope, as they await their fate.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 M a l v 

2020-05-09 2845 Comedy Waking Ned
When a lottery winner in the tiny Irish hamlet of Tullymore dies of shock, his 

fellow townsfolk attempt to claim the money
FRANCE English-100 1998 RPT PG a 


